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Duolingo Application Makes 
Language Acquisition Fun and Fast

Now that it is optimized for Android tablets, Duolingo can bring its enter-
taining games to a larger audience of language students.  This scientifi cal-
ly validated method makes it easy to start speaking, understanding, writing 
and reading another tongue in a considerably short time.  

Users can download the app and play games in which they earn points or 
lose “lives” for each right or wrong answer.  Breaking vocabulary, pronun-
ciation and grammar down into bite-size components, this point system 
enables them to monitor their progress over time.  An independent study 
established that 34 hours of entertaining games and activities on Duolingo 
actually equal an entire semester of a university language course.  
Becoming conversational in Spanish, French, Italian, German, Portuguese 
and English are all within easy reach with this exceptional application.

Duolingo Helps Android* Users Speak a New Language

Versatile, powerful Android* tablets let language students take their digital 
teacher with them wherever the travel.  The Duolingo interface is user-
friendly and intuitive on the responsive, crystal-clear screen.  For just a 
couple minutes a day, practical conversation in another language starts to 
solidify with these lightweight, reliable mobile devices.  

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

The world is getting smaller and simultaneously more diverse; being multi-lingual is becoming a basic skill in the 
global community.  However, it takes time and effort to adapt a new tongue.  But what if that time was condensed into 
fun, engaging, skill-building activities that only took a few minutes a day? Duolingo has done just that.

Features of Duolingo for 
Intel Atom Tablets for  
Android*
  
  • Clear, High-resolution Interface
  • Simple, Charming Graphics
  • Sophisticated Educational 
     Techniques Broken Down into 
     Simple Games
  • A Daily Practice Reminder
  • Super-fast Language 
     Acquisition 



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Duolingo Now Optimized for Android* Mobile Devices  

A small commitment at any time of the day for a short duration of time brings Android* users to comprehension, con-
fi dent speech and literacy and starts them down the road to fl uency.  By downloading this free app onto their respon-
sive, high-performance tablets, users can speak and understand a new language while having fun at the same time.   

Duolingo is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.duolingo


